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Dear Colin Hopper, Chair, PIE

We have observed with interest the launch of your website Publication Integrity and Ethics.

We are always happy to see new initiatives in publishing ethics and for our resources to be used in an 
appropriate fashion. With that in mind, we have some questions about material on your website. 

We are sure that you will agree, in view of your interest in publication ethics, that combating plagiarism 
is particularly important in publication integrity. Our website www.publicationethics.org is well known  
and longstanding  in the field of publishing ethics. 

We therefore request your comments on, among other issues, the close resemblance between parts 
of your website document "Reviewer guidelines" and our website document "Ethical Guidelines for 
Peer Reviewers", accessible at www.publicationethics.org/resources/guidelines. 

As you can see from our website, our guidelines were published well before your guidelines. Your 
guidelines paraphrase ours in numerous places, and many of the words are the same. To give you one 
example, our final section "COPE Expectations post review" and your final section "PIE Post review 
each have 5 points, made in the same order. On the first and fifth point, the wording is almost identi-
cal. Of the 11 words in the first bullet point in our section, you reproduce all of them.

Other sections in your guidelines also include paraphrasing and actual words, that appear more then 
coincidental, for example your sections 4.2, 4.5, 7.1 and 7.2.

You have provided no acknowledgement of our guidelines. Please explain the resemblance and the 
lack of acknowledgement.  

Our Guidelines are available to use under the Creative Commons Attribution- Non Commercial- No 
Derivative licence at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/. As you will know, and as the 
name suggests, any use must be non-commercial and non-derivative. Your use appears to infringe 
both points. 

Other passages in the content of your website appear to paraphrase our content as well as that of 
third parties. We find this surprising in a website that appears to give advice on combating plagiarism, 
as well as promoting ethics in publishing. 

We look forward to hearing your response to these comments.

Yours sincerely, 

Dr Virginia Barbour I Medicine Editorial Director, PLOS I Chair, COPE

Date: 18 February 2014


